
 

 

DISCOVERY DASH 2023 
Sponsorship Opportunities 

 
 

Thank you for helping us foster curiosity, creativity and a lifelong love of learning  
in the children of Saskatchewan (and their adults!) 

 
Join us for a fun filled day for the whole family!  Discovery Dash is more than just an event, it’s a way for families to 

come together and make memories.  Families will register their teams and collect pledges to participate. However, 

there is not a minimum required as we want to ensure every family can experience the fun.  This is why we are relying 

on sponsorship support from the community – so that every family that wants to participate can regardless of their 

ability to collect pledges. This year’s event provides the opportunity for Teams to participate in person or virtually. 

 

On February 20, 2023, teams will need to complete tasks or activities at our activity stations throughout Nutrien 

Wonderhub’s or virtually through our Wonder World website. Once teams complete each activity, they will fill in the 

answer to the corresponding activity station on their Discovery Dashport. Think of this as Amazing Race meets 

Cranium! The tasks will be creative, and some will be for one member to complete, while others will require team 

work. Once a team completes everything, Dashports can be returned to the admission desk or emailed in, to be 

entered for prizes. There is not a minimum registration amount, however we are encouraging all teams to raise what 

they are able and are hopeful that they will keep our suggestion in mind of $50/team as a minimum to raise. They also 

receive an additional prize entry for every $100 their team raises. 

 

All funds raised will help support the mission of Nutrien Wonderhub to foster creativity, curiosity and a lifelong love of 

learning in the children of Saskatchewan through our unique learning through play programs and exhibits.  

 
SPONSORSHIP LEVEL Activity Station Sponsorship  

(12 available @ $750 each) 
Exclusive Recognition Only 1 sponsor  

per station 
Recognition on printed/digital materials NAME 
Recognition on Activity Station LOGO 
Website Presence LOGO 
Social Media Promotion NAME 
Contribute Item for Swag Bags optional 
Recognition in The Hub, our E-newsletter 

 
Thank you in Annual Report 

 
                  *All sponsors will be asked to provide Social Media account name or website for tagging and promotion purposes. 
 
As well, we would love to see our partners and sponsors encourage their staff to enter teams and have an internal 

competition for team fundraising.  We can track everything for you, and let you know how your company’s teams do! 

 

For more information, please contact Shannon Pybus, Community Experience Coordinator at 

volunteer@wonderhub.ca  

mailto:volunteer@wonderhub.ca

